We consider subsets of the symmetric group for which the inversion index and major index are equally distributed. Our results extend and unify results of MacMahon, Foata, and Schtitzenberger, and the authors. The sets of permutations under study here arise as linear extensions of labeled posets, and more generally as order closed subsets of a partial ordering of the symmetric group called the weak order. For naturally labeled posets, we completely characterize, as postorder labeled forests, those posets whose linear extension set is equidistributed. A bijection of Foata which takes major index to inversion index plays a fundamental role in our study of equidistributed classes of permutations. We also explore, here, classes of permutations which are invariant under Foata's bijection.
INTRODUCTION
We are primarily concerned here with two permutation statistics of fundamental interest in combinatorics, the inversion index and the major index. We shall view permutations in the symmetric group Yn as words with n distinct letters 1, 2, . . . . n. More generally, for a set A of n positive integers, yk denotes the set of permutations of A or words with n distinct letters in A. For a permutation Q = g1 Ok . . . cn, in 9,) the inversion index, inv (o) , is the number of ordered pairs (i, j) such that 1 < i <j d n and ci > oj. The major index, maj (,) , is the sum of all i such that bi > oi, r. BJ6RNER AND WACHS MacMahon [Ml] introduced the major index and proved 1 q inv(c) _ _ C qmajCg), (1.1) UEzfn UEYp by using a clever combinatorial argument to show that the right-hand side is equal to [n]!, the q-analogue of n!. The fact that the left-hand side is also equal to [n]! (Cf.
[N]) gives the result. Foata [Fl] gave a direct combinatorial proof of (l.l), by providing a beautiful bijection on Yn which takes maj to inv. MacMahon and Foata actually proved (1.1) for the set 9& of permutations of a multiset A4 (see [M2] ). Permutations of a multiset correspond bijectively to shuflles of certain increasing permutations. Indeed, if M is the multiset with mi z's, i= 1, 2, . . . . k, and m,+m,+ ..'-I-m,=n, then the increasing permutations are 1, 2, . . . . m,; m, + 1, m, +2, . . . . ml +m,; . . . . ml+ ... +mk-,+l, m,+ -.. +mke1+2,...,n. The shufflees are all the permutations in YR that have the above increasing permutations as subwords. The bijection from shuffles to multiset permutations simply replaces each letter of the ith increasing permutation in the shuffle with i, for each i = 1, 2, . . . . k. The set of shuffles forms a subset U of Yn , and the bijection preserves inv and maj. Hence, (1.1) for multiset permutations becomes (1.2) The descent set of a permutation CJ is defined by des(cr) = (ie (~t--l)~~~>cr~+~}, where (k) denotes the set (1,2,..., k}. For any subset J of (n -1 ), let D, denote the descent class (CT E Y, ) des(o) = J}, and let iD, denote the inverse descent class, {ok 9,) des(a-') = J}. Foata and Schiitzenberger [FS] show that Foata's bijection preserves des(o-') which implies that (1.2) holds for U= iD,. Note that the set of shuffles of increasing permutations on fixed disjoint segments of (n) is the disjoint union of inverse descent classes. Hence (1.2) for U = iD, is a refinement of (1.2) for U the set of such shuffles.
The subject of this paper is a study of subsets U of 9x for which (1.2) holds. We shall call such a subset an equidistributed class of permutations. By MacMahon [Ml, M2] , Foata [Fl] , and Foata and Schiitzenberger [FS] , three examples of equidistributed classes are Yn, the set of shuffles of increasing permutations on fixed disjoint segments of (n ), and inverse descent classes. These three examples, in fact, have the stronger property that they are invariant under the Foata bijection (defined in Section 2).
The major index statistic for linear extensions of posets plays a fundamental role in Stanley's theory of P-partitions [Sl] . Each of the three examples of equidistributed classes given above are of the form Z(P, w), where L?(P, w) is the set of linear extensions of a labeled partially ordered set (P, w). They also have the property that they form intervals in a certain partial ordering of Yn called the weak order. Our study of equidistributed classes and Foata-invariance shall be restricted to sets of the form P(P, w) and to intervals or order closed subsets of the weak order.
In this paper, we shall give a complete characterization of equidistributed classes of the form 9(P, w) when w is a natural labeling. We shall do the same for order ideals of the weak order. There is a slightly stronger property than Foata-invariance that is satisfied by the three examples given above. We shall also characterize those labeled posets (P, w) for which 9(P, w) has this stronger invariance property.
A labeled poset (P, w) is a finite partially ordered set P together with a bijection w : P -+ (n ), where y1 is the cardinality of P. A labeling w is said to be natural if w is an order-preserving bijection from P to the natural total order on (n); i.e., w is natural if w(x) < w(y) whenever x cP y ( cP denotes the order relation of P). Natural labelings are also known as linear extensions.
Each linear extension of a labeled poset can be associated with a permutation of the numbers 1, 2, . . . . ~1, which is obtained by reading the labels in the order given by the linear extension. That is, if xi, x2, . . . . x, is a linear extension of the poset P then the corresponding permutation is w(xr), N%), ..., w(x,). We shall refer to a permutation arising in this way as a linear extension of the labeled poset (P, w) and we let 9(P, w) denote the set of all linear extensions of (P, w). For example, if (P, w) is the labeled poset in Fig. 1 .1, then 9(P, w) is the set (32451, 32415, 34251, 34215) .
We refer to a poset as a forest if every element of the poset is covered by at most one element. Clearly a poset is a forest if and only if its Hasse diagram is a rooted forest with roots on top. A well-known type of natural labeling of a forest known as a postorder labeling (see Section 4), plays a sign&ant role in our study of equidistributed classes.
We shall now state our characterization result for naturally labeled posets. First we need a few additional definitions. (1) Z(P, w) is an equidisti-ibuted class, (2) Z(P, w) is Foam-invariant, (3) P is a forest and w is a postorder labeling,
The equivalence of (3) and (4) is a result of an earlier paper [BWZ] . The proof of the equivalence of (l), (2) , and (3) appears in Section 4 and follows from more general results of Sections 3 and 4.
In Section 2, we review Foata's bjection and introduce the notion of strong Foata class.
In Section 3, the weak order on 9, is defined and a simple description of the maximal elements of equidistributed order ideals is given. For order closed subsets of the weak order, strong Foata classes are also characterized.
A certain type of poset labeling called a recursive labeling is defined in Section 4. Recursively labeled posets are shown to be precisely the labeled posets whose linear extensions form strong Foata classes. Recursively labeled posets include postorder labeled forests as well as preordered labeled forests and inorder labeled binary trees. Recursively labeled posets also provide a unified setting for inverse descent classes and the set of shuflles of increasing permutations on disjoint segments of (n). Section 4 also contains the proof of Theorem 1.1.
In Section 5, it is shown that order closed strong Foata classes can be partitioned into disjoint intervals whose elements are linear extensions of inorder labeled binary trees. This leads to a host of permutation statistics whose joint distribution with maj is equal to their joint distribution with inv. The number of right-to-left minima and the number of right-to-left maxima are two such statistics. We also establish the symmetry of inv and maj in the trivariate distribution of inv, maj, and either the minima or maxima statistic. This extends a result of Foata and Schtitzenberger [FS] .
In Section 6, the notion of convexity under the weak order on Yn is discussed. It is shown that the convex subsets are precisely the sets of linear extensions of posets. The notion of poset dimension translates to the notion of convex rank. The class of labeled posets whose linear extensions form intervals in the weak order is also characterized. A characterization of posets that admit recursive labelings is also given.
THE FOATA BLJECTION
Before we can define the Foata bijection, we need to define a related operation which is performed on words with distinct letters in (n). Such words can be expressed as concatenations (or products) of shorter words. For example, if CT = 315264, a, = 31, a2 = 526, and a3 = 4 then D = a, . CI~ . Q, with . denoting the concatenation operation. For each UE (n) and word r~ with distinct letters in (n) -(u>, u induces a factorization cs = c1r . ~1~. . . olj such that (1) if the last letter of (T is less than u then the last letter of each ai is less than u and all remaining letters are greater than U, (2) if the last letter of Q is greater than u then the last letter of each clj is greater than u and all remaining letters are less than U. For example, if o is the word 3298146 and u = 5 then the factorization induced by u is 329 .8.146. On the other hand, if u = 7 then the factorization induced by u is 3 . It is easy to reverse this construction to see that (Pk is indeed a bijection, The Foata bijection cp : Sp, + Yn is the composition cp = qo, 0 (P,, _ 1 o . . . 0 cpl.
EXAMPLE, Suppose o= 74512386. To compute &a) we perform the following sequence of steps, representing the affect of 6 in qk, k-1, 2, . . . . IE, 7-+7~4-+47~5-+4~7.5.1-+1475~2--+1~2475~3 -+1~2~4~7~5~3~8--+7124~%53~6, and conclude that (~(74512386) = 71248536. PROPOSITION 2.1 (Foata [Fl] ).
The map q: Yn -+ 9, defined above is a bijection which satisfies inv(cp(cr)) = maj (a). 1 A subset U of yfi is said to be Foata-invariant if q(U) = U. A subset U is said to be a strong Foata class if qk( U) = U for all k E (n). It is clear that strong Foata class =S Foata-invariant =z. equidistributed.
THE WEAK ORDERING OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP AND FOATA CLASSES
We shall begin our study of equidistributed classes in a somewhat more general setting than that of linear extensions of posets. First we need to recall the definition of a partial order on yR (or more generally ya, where A is a finite subset of the natural numbers) known as the weak order (also known as weak Bruhat order). The weak order is the partial order relation on Sp, whose covering relations are defined by: 0 G rc whenever n = cr . (i, i + 1) for some adjacent transposition (i, i + 1) and inv( c) < inv( rc). Multiplication of permutations, here, is viewed as composition of maps from right to left. Hence, B . (i, i + 1) is the permutation obtained from 0 by transposing the letters in positions i and i + 1. The identity permutation e = 1, 2, ..) y1 is the minimum element of the weak order. We shall denote the weak order with the ordinary < symbol. For all a< rc in yn , the interval from 0 to rc, denoted by [a, rc] , is the set (r~y~/a<r<rr}. A subset U of YE is said to be order closed if for every B, rc E U, the interval [a, rr] t U. Note that intervals and order ideals are order closed sets.
The complement map c:~~+L?~, is defined by c(~)=n+l~o,, n+ l-B*, . ..) n+ 1 -rrn. Clearly, the complement map transforms weak order into its dual, i.e., 0 < rc if and only if c(a) > c(n). Many of the results and concepts that follow will have dual versions in which "less than" is replaced by "greater than" for both the natural order of the letters (1, 2, **a> IZ} and for the weak order of yn. Note that the relations < and > on the letters { 1, 2, . . . . n> are completeley symmetric for the Foata bijections and for equidistributed classes. That is, qk(c(a)) = c(~~(a)) and, inv(rr) = maj(n) if and only if inv(c(o)) = maj((c(n)). Hence these concepts are self-dual.
For 0 E Sp, , let I( a) denote the inversion set ( ( oi, aj) 11~ i <j < n, ci > CJ,} and let J(a) be its dual {(cJ~, cri)l 1 < i<j<n, a,< ej>. An alternative characterization of weak order is given by the following proposition (cf. [B or YO] ). A wedge of a permutation cr is a triple oi, oji, ok such that i <j < k and cri< ck < oj. We shall refer to a permutation as wedge-free if it contains 91. no wedges. Similarly, a dual wedge of a permutation (T is a triple bi, Gj> (I~ such that i < j < k and oi > ck > oi. A permutation is dual wedge-free if it contains no dual wedges. An order closed subset of YE will be called totally wedge-free if its maximal elements are wedge-free and its minimal elements are dual wedge-free. Wedge-free (dual wedge-free) permutations are known in the literature as permutations which avoid the pattern 132 (312, respectively). The cardinality of both sets of permutations in 9, is the same and is equal to the 12 th Catalan number (cf. [Kn, SSJ) .
In the next theorem, we give several characterizations of equidistributed order ideals. (1) U is an equidistributed class, (2) the maximal elements of U are wedge-free, (3) U is a strong Foata class, (4) U is Foata-invariant.
ProoJ The equivalence of (2) and (3) is a special case of Theorem 3.8 below. Since (3) * (4) * (1) is obvious, we need only prove (1) * (2) .
Let q be the set of all finite length words with distinct letters in the natural numbers N. For v E "Ilr, let max (T be the largest letter of 6. We will need a map y : ?,V -+ -Ilr defined as follows: For IS = crI g2.. . @n E "Iy, n > 0, and CJ, # max CI, let m <n be such that o,>c,, and gi<rsn forall i=m-t 1, m+2, . . . . n-1. By induction on n, we have y(a') < a'. By transitivity, da') G aI 0'2 ...an-il, which clearly implies that y(a)=y(a').a,<a. i LEMMA 3.4. For all a E YA :
inv(a) 6 maj(y(a)), (3.1) with equality if and only if a is wedge-free.
ProojI Again we may assume with no loss of generality that A = (1, 2, . ..) H}. First we prove the following assertion: For all aE Yn, n> 1,
where a'=a1az...8,,,... a,, _ 1 a'm and a" = ai a2 . . . an _ i . Since y preserves the last letter of a, we clearly have
For a,, #n, we also have inv(a)=inv(a,a, . ..anel)+n-ao.
=inv(a')+n-1-nz+n-ao,.
Combining this with (3.3) , gives the assertion. For an =n, the assertion follows from (3.3) and the fact that inv(a) = inv(a"). The inequality (3.1) now follows from (3.2) by induction on n, since n--<aa,. Case 1. a,, #n. Suppose a has a wedge. We shall show that the inequality (3.1) is strict. By (3.2) and (3.1) applied to a',
If a,, > n -m, then we are done. Suppose a" = n -m. Then (a,+1, a,+2, . . . . anpI} = (L2, . . . . n-m-l} and l a1,a2 ,..., a,}={n-m+l,n-m++,..,,n}.
Hence the wedge of e must occur in el~z...~, or in ~~+~cr~+~...o~-~. It follows that G' has a wedge. By (3.2) and induction we have
For the converse, suppose the inequality in (3.1) is strict. Then by (3.2) either maj(y(o'))-inv(o') > 0, in which case by induction g', and hence also o, has a wedge, or (T, > n -m, in which case CJ has a wedge cri, crm, (TV, for some 1 <i-cm.
Since 0, = it, the wedge of 6, if there is one, is in a". The result now follows by induction. 1 LEMMA 3.5. For all cr, 7c E YA, if y(o) < TX and K is wedge-free then a < n.
Proof. Again we assume with no loss of generality that A = {l, 2, . . . . n>. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 0, 1, the result is trivial. Suppose II> 1. Case 1. a,#n. Let a1=a1a2...6m... a,-ia, and let rc' be 71 with the letter a,, deleted. By Proposition 3.1, we observe that y(a) 6 n implies y(a') d z'. Since rc' is wedge-free, by induction, we arrive at a' < '11'. Hence,
Since y preserves the last letter of a, we have (a, a,) E Z(y(a)) for all u = an + 1, a'n -k 2, . . . . n. It follows that (a, a,)EZ(rc) for all a= a, + 1, a, + 2, . . . . n. Now by (3.4) and (3.Q to show that Z(a) c Z(n) and thereby complete the proof for Case 1, we need only show that (a,, aj) E Z(n) for all i = m -t 1, m -I-2, . . . . n -1. Suppose (a,, ai)$Z(z) for some i=mi-1, m+ 2, . . . . n-1. Then the letter vi appears to the left of the letter a'm in rc. Since (a, 0,) EZ(X) for all a > an, (a,, a,) E: Z(z). Hence, B, appears to the left of a, in 7~. This means that the letters ai, a,, and an form a wedge in x, contradicting our assumption. It follows that (Go, ai) E Z(n) for all i = m + 1, m + 2, ,.., n -1. Case 2. 6, = n. Now let c' = e1 g2 . .. o,-1. Then (3.4) remains valid and I(o) = I(a'), which completes the proof. 1
Proof of Theorem 3.2 continued. Let U be an equidistributed order ideal of Ya and let U' be the order ideal generated by the wedge-free maximal elements of U (if there are no such elements then U' = 0). Suppose U' # U. By (2) =E= (l), U' is an equidistributed class of permutations. It follows that U-U' is also equidistributed. Choose a permutation 0 in U -U' whose number of inversions is maximum among all permutations in U-U'. Clearly cr is a maximal element of U and cr has a wedge. We shall reach a contradiction by finding a wedge-free permutation in U that is greater than (T.
We start with the permutation y(o). By Lemma 3.3, r(a) E U. Since cr has a wedge, by Lemma 3.4, maj(y(0)) > inv(o). This implies that y(o) +! U-U'. Indeed, since U-U' is equidistributed, no permutation in U-U' has major index which exceeds the maximum number of inversions for permutations in U-U'. This leads us to conclude that y(o) E U'. Consequently, I
< 71, where z is a wedge-free element of U. By Lemma 3.5, we have 0 < rc, which gives the desired contradiction. We now conclude that U'= U, which means that the maximal elements of U are all wedge-free. 1 Theorem 3.2 can be generalized, without much effort, to certain order closed subsets of Ye. THEOREM 3.6. Let U be an order closed subset of Yn whose minimal elements are dual wedge-free. Then the following conditions 'are equivalent:
(1) U is an equidistributed class, (2) the maximal elements of U are wedge-free, (3) U is a strong Foata class, (4) U is Foata-invariant.
ProoJ: The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.2 except that in order to claim that y(o) E U, one additional lemma is required. ProoJ The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.5 and is left to the reader. 1 Theorem 3.6 does not give a completely general characterization of equidistributed order closed sets. One might be tempted to conjecture that Theorem 3.6 can be strengthened by asserting that an order closed subset is equidistributed if and only if it is totally wedge-free. Unfortunately, this assertion is false even for intervals. A counterexample is given by the interval (1423). The permutation 1423 is neither dual wedge-free nor wedge-free. However, (1423) is equidistributed and Foata-invariant.
Although we cannot characterize equidistributed order closed sets as totally wedge-free closed sets, we can characterize strong Foata classes as such. THEOREM 3.8. Let U be an order closed subset of 9,. Then U is a strong Foata class if and only if U is totally wedge-free.
Proof. (e) Suppose U is a totally wedge-free order closed set. Without loss of generality, we may assume that U is an interval [rc, p] , where n is dual wedge-free and p is wedge-free. Let cr F U. For any k = 2, . . . . n, we must show that (POE U. Consequently, (a, ck) E J(c) which implies that (a, crk) E J(n). Hence, a appears to the left of crk in rc. But we also have that b appears to the left of a in n. Hence, b, a, crk is a dual wedge of z, which is impossible. Therefore, (~~(0) z rc. Combining this with (3.6) yields q,(a) E U. Case 2. gk ~ 1 > gk. This follows from Case 1 by duality. (3) This direction is more difficult. Suppose that U is a strong Foata class. Let CJ E U and assume that cr has a wedge. We shall show that G is not a maximal element of U. Choose a wedge at positions i <j < k of ET, so that k-j is minimal. We have oi<a,<aj.
(3.7)
The minimality of the choice implies O;.+l, aj+2,
-., ak-1 <ai.
(3.8)
Set
We have
There are two cases. Case 1. O' E U. We claim that ~,(a') > 8. This follows from observing that Z(qk(g')) contains both sets on the left-hand side of (3.9), and also contains (a,, ai) for some i < ddj. Since U is a strong Foata class, qk(a') E U, which means that o is not a maximal element of U.
Case 2. g'# U. We will prove that this is impossible. Let CI be a minimal element of U, such that CI < g. We claim that there is some r =j+ l,j+ 2, . . . . k-1, such that (aj, a,)~Z(a). Suppose not; then
By (3.9), Z(a) c Z(o'). This implies that O' E [a, a] t U, contrary to assumption. Hence, the claim is true. By (3.7) and (3.8), we have that 6,~ gk. Since (o,, a,)~J(o), it follows that (G,, ok) gJ(a). This and the choice of r imply that a contains oio,gk as a subword.
Let j' and k' be such that 01~ = crj and ak, = gk, Choose t so that j' < t < k', IX, < cl,+, and k' -t is minimal. The existence of such a t is guaranteed by 6,. Note that the minimality of k'-t implies that Set Again we need to consider two subcases. Case 2a. a' E U. Just as in Case 1, we have that q,+'(a') E U and qk!(a') < a. Hence, the minimality of c! is contradicted and this case is therefore impossible.
Case 2b. a' $ U. By a dual argument to the start of Case 2, we have that there is some s E (t + 1, t + 2, . . . . k' -11, such that (a,, (x,) E J(o), since otherwise J(o) c .Z(a'). This implies that ~1, appears to the left of a, in 0. Since (a,, Q) EZ(CI) cZ(a), we also have that ~1, appears to the left of uk' = ak in 6. Hence, a,, a,, gk is a wedge in 6. Since (Ej., CI,) E Z(a) c Z(o), CQ, = aj appears to the left of CI, in cr. This implies that aj is to the left of CI, in 0, which means that the wedge clr, cls, (Tk contradicts the minimality of k-j in the original choice of the wedge ai, aj, ak. We may now conclude that Case 2 is impossible.
It has therefore been established (by Case 1) that an element with a wedge is not maximal. By duality we also have that an element with a dual wedge is not minimal. Therefore U is totally wedge-free. 1
LABELED POSETS AND FOATA CLASSES
The results of the last section suecialize to results on linear extensions of posets. In Section 6, the relationship between linear extensions and the weak order is explored in more detail. For now, only the following simple observation is made. PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (P, w) be a labeled poset. Then 5f(P, w) is an order closed subset of 9,.
Proof: Let a < 0 < j? in YR and let a, p E 9(P, w). Suppose x < p y. Then in CI and B, the letter w(x) precedes the letter w(y). We must show the same is true for (r. There are two possibilities, w(x) < w(y) or w(x) > w(y). In the former case, we have (w(x), w(y)) EJ(P), which implies that (w(x), w(y))~J(e).
In the latter case we have '(w(x), w(y))~l(a) which implies that (w(x), w(y))~I(c~). In both cases we can conclude that w(x) precedes w(y) in G. This means that CJ E Z(P, w). 1 We shall say that a labeling w of a poset P is recursive if every principal order ideal of P is labeled with a consecutive sequence of labels. For example, ' v 3 is a recursively labeled poset, but ' v 2 is not. The reason for the name iecursive is that this concept generalize: certain forest labelings that are well known in computer science and are obtained recursively. For a forest P, recursive labelings are precisely the ones that can be obtained by the following recursive procedure: Choose any ordering, T,, T,, . . . . T,, for the trees of P. Let mj be the size of T,, i = 1, 2, ..,, k. 0 For k > 1, recursively label T, with the first m, labels. Then recursively label T, with the next m2 labels. Continue this way, finally recursively labeling Tk with the last mk labels. * For k = 1, detach the root of T, from its subtrees to form a forest whose trees are the subtrees of the root and the root itself. Then recursively label this forest. EXAMPLE 4.1. Three well-known recursive labelings of forests in the computer science literature are postorder, preorder, and inorder (see e.g.; [AHU] ).
Postorder can be characterized as a natural recursive labeling and preorder as a strict recursive labeling, where .a poset labeling is strict if it is a natural labeling for the dual order; i.e., the label of each node is less than that of its children. Inorder is defined only for binary trees (each node has at most two children) and can be characterized as a recursive labeling in which the label of a node is greater than of its left child and smaller than that of its right child. Note that the dual of a postorder or preorder forest or inorder binary tree is not, in general, a recursively labeled poset. For example, ' v ' is the dual of a postorder tree and is not a recursively labeled poset. Recall that the width of a poset is the size of its largest antichain. If P has width two, then P is the union of two disjoint chains. Label one of the chains strictly (i.e., from top to bottom) with the smallest labels and the other chain naturally with the largest labels. It is easy to see that this is indeed a recursive labeling. EXAMPLE 4.5. The direct sum of two labeled posets (PI, wr) and (PI, w2) is the labeled poset (P, w), where P is the disjoint union of P, and P2, and w(x) is wl(x) if x E P, and is WJX) + k if x E P,, and k is the size of P,. Clearly the direct sum of two recursively labeled posets is a recursively labeled poset. Hence, additional examples of recursively labeled (1) (P, w) is a recursively labeled poset, (2) LY(P, w) is a totally wedge-free interval, (3) LZ(P, w) is a totally wedge-free order closed set, (4) Y(P, w) is a strong Foata class.
Consequently, if (P, w) is a recursively labeled poset, then L&(P, w) is Foatainvariant and an equidistributed interval of the weak order on YE.
ProoJ: By Proposition 4.1, the equivalence of (3) and (4) is a consequence of Theorem 3.8. We now prove (1) * (2) * (3) 3 (1). (1) 3 (2). In Section 6, we will consider a type of poset labeling, called a regular labeling, that is more general than recursive labeling and is characterized by the linear extension set being an interval of the weak order (Theorem 6.8). This enables us to conclude that Z(P, w) is an interval, CR, PI.
Assume that /I has a wedge at positions i <j< k. Let x, y, ZE P be such that w(x) = pi, w(y) = fik, and w(z) = pi. Then we have w(x) < W(Y) < w(z)* (4. 1) We claim that x <PZ. 
Indeed, since (w(x), w(z)) EJ(P), (w(x), w(z)) EJ(G) for all go [a, p]. It follows that w(x) appears to the left of w(z) in every (T E [a, ,!I] = Z('(P, w).
This means that x precedes z in every linear extension of P. It is well known that a poset is the intersection of all its linear extensions, where we are viewing a linear extension as the set of all pairs (x, y) such that x precedes y in the linear extension, and a partially ordered set also as the set of all pairs (x, y) such that x is less than y in the partial order. It now follows from this fact that x < p z. Since w is a recursive labeling, the order ideal generated by z must have consecutive lables. Hence, by (4.1) and (4.2), y < p z. This implies that w(y) precedes w(z) in /I, which contradicts the choice of y and z. Therefore our assumption that p has a wedge is false.
By duality CI has no dual wedge. Therefore 9(P, w) is totally wedge-free.
(2) +-(3). This is trivial.
(3) * (1). Assume the labeling w of P is not recursive.
Then there is some triple x, y, z E P such that x cP z, y k P z, and either w(x) < w(v) < w(z) or w(x) > w(y) > w(z). Since P is the intersection of its linear extensions, for some o E A?(P, w), w(z) precedes w(y) in U. For the case that w(x) < w(v) < w(z), we have (w(z), w(y)) Ed. Now let /I be a maximal element of Z(P, w) such that a<<. Then (w(z), w(v)) EI(P). Hence w(z) precedes w(y) in B. Since /I E 2(P, w), we also have that w(x) precedes w(z) in p. Hence, w(x), w(z), w(y) is a wedge in p. The case that w(x) > w(v) > w(z), is dual to the previous case and produces a minimal element of 9(P, w) with a dual wedge. Hence, in either case, 2(P, w) fails to be totally wedge-free. 1
Remark. We give essentially a direct proof of (1) For any preorder or postorder labeled forest or inorder labeled binary tree (P, w), U(P, w) is equidistributed.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Condition (3) is equivalent to the condition that (P, w) is a naturally and recursively labeled poset. By Theorem 4.2, since eEdp(P, w), this is equivalent to the condition that .Y(P, w) is an order ideal that is a strong Foata class or has wedge-free maximal elements. Therefore, the equivalence of conditions (l), (2) , and (3) follows as a special case of Theorem 3.2. The equivalence of (3) and (4) is proved in [BW2, Theorem 6.11. 1
5, DECOMPOSITION INTO BINARY TREE INTERVALS
In this section we refine results of the previous sections by decomposing order closed strong Foata classes into their minimal components. It is known (cf. [BWl] ) that Y; can be partitioned into disjoint intervals of the form 9('(P, w), where (P, w) is an inorder labeled binary tree with n nodes. Here we shall extend this result from Yn to all totally wedge-free sets.
Let GJ,, be set of all inorder labeled binary trees with n nodes. PROPOSITION 
For every (T E: Ynp,, there is a unique TE CBn such that o~z(T).
Proof. Let z: 9, -+ 9Se be the map defined recursively by z(e) = 8
T(G) = .,c/gn\c+) if n'Oy -where 8 denotes both the empty word and the empty tree and 6 and or+ are the subwords of CT consisting of all letters less than 6, and all letters greater than rrn, respectively. It follows by induction that a E A+'( 7') if and only if T= Z(O). i LEMMA 5.2. Let (P, w) be a recursively labeled poset of size n and let TE%~. rfT(P, w)nT(T)#@ then B(T)cS?(P, w).
Proof. We need to view labeled posets (P, w) as partial orderings of the set of labels (1,2, . . . . n> in order to apply properties of posets to labeled posets. For example, we regard the labeled poset relation of "being weaker than" as the usual poset relation of "being weaker than," i.e., (P, w) is weaker than (Q, U) means that a < (p,w) b implies a -=z ce,u, b for all a, b E ( 1, 2, . . . . n>. It is easy to see that if (P, w) is weaker than T then A?(T) c A?( P, w). We shall prove by induction on n that the hypothesis of the lemma implies that (P, w) is weaker than T.
Choose any OE S?(P, w)n 9(T). Let (P-, w-) be the subposet of (P, w) consisting of elements less than CT, in the usual numerical arder. Similarly, let (P', w') be the subposet of (P, w) consisting of elements greater than (r,. Let (P', w) be the labeled poset obtained by taking the disjoint union of (P-, w-) and (P', w') and. then attaching cr, as a maximum element. It follows from the definition of recursive labeling that (P, w) is weaker than (P', w).
We shall now show that (P', w) is weaker than T. First note that the maximum element of (P', w) and of T is gn. Hence, we need only show that (P-, w-) is weaker than T-and (P', w+) is weaker than T+, where Tand T+ are the left and right subtrees of T, respectively. Let o'-and ci+ be the subwords of CJ consisting of letters smaller and greater, respectively, than ofi. Clearly, and (T-E Y(P-, w-) n Z(T-) CJ+ E~'(P+, w+)np;cp(T+).
It follows by induction, since (P-, w-) and (P', w+) are recursively labeled posets, that (P-, w-) is weaker than T-and (P', w") is weaker than T+. i
We can now decompose the classes of permutations under study here into disjoint binary tree intervals. THEOREM 5.3. Let (P, w) be a labeledposet of size n. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) (P, w) is a recursively labeled poset, (2) 9(P, w) is a strong Foata class, (3) Z(P, w) can be partitioned into weak order intervals of the form Z(T), where TE&$,.
Proof: The equivalence of (1) and (2) (1) U is totally wedge free, (2) U is a strong Foata class, (3) U can be partitioned into weak order intervals of the form Y(T), where TE@~.
ProoJ: The equivalence of (1) and (2) is just Theorem 3.8.
(1) * (3). (1) implies that U is a union of totally wedge-free intervals. By Theorems 4. 2 and 6.8 (or (6.10) ), each of these intervals is of the form ~$'(a, w) for some recursively labeled poset (P, w). It now follows from (1) s (3) of Theorem 5.3 that (3) holds.
(3) => (2) . This is exactly like the proof of (3) * (2) of Theorem 5.3.
The fact that the binary tree intervals partition 9, into strong Foata classes leads to all sorts of permutation statistics s(cr) which satisfy C f(~)pd~) = 1 ts(-~)~W~). OEYn c7EYp,
Any statistic which depends only on the binary tree T such that cr E Y(T) will work. We shall call a permutation statistic s: Yn -+ N a tree dependent statistic if there is some tree statistic S: S?,, t N such that S(G) = S(z(o)) for all G E y?,, where r is the map used in the proof of Proposition 5.1. Proof. The left-hand side of (5.1) is equal to
and the right-hand side of (5.1) is equal to
By Theorem 4.2, 9(T) is Foata-invariant. Since the intersection of two Foata-invariant subsets is a Foata-invariant subset, Un Z(T) is Foata-invariant and is therefore equidistributed. The two sides of (5.1) are therefore equal. 1 By considering statistics on binary trees we are led to various examples of tree dependent permutation statistics. We give four basic classes of examples here. EXAMPLE 5.1. The first class of statistics is based on the set of labeled nodes of TE L%~ whose right subtrees have at least k nodes. We define k-descent sets, for all o E Yn, desk(o)= (i=1,2,...,n-k/a,>6i+1,Bic2,...,(Ti+k).
Clearly, des,(c) is the ordinary descent set of CJ. Note that des,(o-') is the set of labeled nodes of z(a) whose right subtrees have at least k nodes. We can construct tree dependent statistics from des, which generalize maj (0) and (des(a)[. Let maj,(o) be the sum of the elements of desk(a). If S (O) =maj,(a-') or s(c) = (des,(a-')I then S(B) is a tree dependent statistic. Hence, (5.1) holds for these statistics, generalizing Corollary 1 of Foata and Schtitzenberger [FS] . For Ic { 1,2, . . . . y1 -k} we can also define k-descent classes k -D, to be { cr E Sp, 1 desk(a) = I>. We then have that the inverse k-descent classes are unions of binary tree intervals Z(T), which implies by Theorem 4.2 that they are Foata-invariant.
For k = 1, this ,specializes to Theorem 1 of Foata and Schiitzenberger [FS] . EXAMPLE 5.2. The notion of descent set can be generalized in another direction, by considering paths in TE a,, whose set of labels form a consecutive segment.
Let 2 6 k < II, and fix a permutation 71 E 9& Then say that D E Yn has a z-descent at i if the words c-~,.rr~+r...g~+~-~ and ~irc~...rr~ have the same relative pattern (i.e., the same rearrangement 71-l of the positions brings them into increasing order). For instance, for n = 5 and rc = 312 there are three permutations with n-descents precisely at 1 and 3, namely, 51423, 52413, and 53412.
Define the rc-descent set of a permutation d E E by des,(cr) = {i 1 cr has a n-descent at i}.
So, deszl (0) is the usual descent set of 6. The key observation now is that if 7~ is co-unimodal, meaning that k = n, > 7t2 > . . . > 7cj < . . . < znk for some 2<j< k, then des,(o-') depends only on the binary tree r(a). This is so because 71 is co-unimodal if and only if r(rc-i) is a path (tree with no proper branching) with root labeled by 1, and then des,(6') will consist The notion of r-descent set can be further generalized. To each position i E ( 1, 2, . ..) n -1 } associate a list (possibly empty) of co-unimodal patterns i 711, *..> 7th; of varying lengths (here we may allow length = 1 also). Say that CT E 9, has a super-descent at i if CJ has a $-descent at i for some 1 <j f kj. Then des(o-') = {i(a-' has a super-descent at i> depends only on the binary tree Z(O), and the derived statistics are tree dependent. EXAMPLE 5.3. By considering the left-or rightmost branch of TE && 9 we get several other tree dependent statistics and Foata classes. A right-toZeft minimum (maximum) element of a permutation 0 is a letter ci such that oi< Oj (a,> gi), for all j= i + 1, i+ 2, . . . . ~1. Left-to-right minima and maxima are similarly defined. Let min ( (T) be the set of right-to-left minima of CJ and let max(a) be the set of right-to-left maxima of cr. It is easy to see that min(o) is equal to the set of labels on the leftmost branch of z(a) and max(o) is equal to the set of labels on the rightmost branch of Z(G). By setting ti = x .yi, in (5.3) we get a formula for the trivariate distribution of the statistics (I min(cr)l, CiEmin(~) i, inv(ci)) and (I min(o)(, c. 2Emm (0J i, maj (a) ). The case of the bivariate distribution (I min(o)l , inv(c)) appears in [S2, Exercise 1.311.
The bivariate distributions of (I min(a)(, inv(c)) and (Imin(a maj(,)) were first considered by Gessel [G] and Rawlings [R] , respectively, in somewhat more generality. For B E y?n, let (1 = m, < m2 --L . . . < mk} be the set of positions of left-to-right maxima of U. The basic components of cr are the segments of 0 of the form ~mi~mi+ 1 ... om,+, _ 1, i = 1,2, . . . . k (here m k + 1 = n + 1). Basic components are related to the cycle decomposition of permutations by another one of Foata's well-known fundamental transformations (see [F2 or L] ). Gessel [G] and Rawlings [R] derive identical inv and maj q-analogues of the exponential formula for counting permutations by cycles. These q-analogues involve the lengths of basic components. Let s,(a) be the number of basic components of 0-i of length i. A consequence of Gessel's and Rawling's identical formulas is that (5.1) holds for these statistics and for U= $. Rawlings [R] , in fact, observes that the Foata bijection preserves the statistics si. These results fit into the framework of tree dependent statistics, because for any permutation g, the set of positions of left-to-right maxima of 0-l is precisely mm(o). Hence, si(cr) can be expressed in terms of min(a) and is consequently a tree dependent statistic. The proof shows that the involution $ in fact preserves any tree dependent statistic s such that s(a) = S(KI).
CONVEX SETS AND LINEAR EXTENSIONS OF POSETS
It has been mentioned in the two preceding sections that if (P, w) is a recursively labeled poset of size n then the set of linear extensions %'(P, w) is an interval in the weak ordering on yX. In this section we will characterize the class of labeled posets (P, w) such that y(P, w) is an interval. For this we must first review the related notions of convexity in 9? and poset dimension.
Let K,, = {(b, a)1 1 <a <b <n>. Recall the notion of inversion set I(o) c K, for c E ya, defined in Section 3. In addition to Proposition 3.1, the following fact is basic.
ordering of Y;: viewed as an undirected graph. A subset U of Yn is called convex if for all 6, n E 17, every minimum length path connecting e and rc in the permutohedron, lies entirely in U. For ol, o*, . . . . ek~YE, let Conv(o', a*, . . . . ak) denote the convex hull, i.e., the intersection of all convex subsets that contain ol, e*, . . . . ok. Since intersections of convex sets are again convex, Conv(o', g*, . . . . ok) is the unique smallest convex set that contains el, o*, . . . . ck. The convex rank of a convex set U is the least number k such that U= Conv(a', e2, . . . . ok), for some choice of r~' E U.
The notion of convexity ,is due to Tits [T], who studied it in a more general setting using a geometric language. The following basic result is a tsranslation of Theorem 2.19 of CT]. For the benefit of readers who are not familiar with the geometric language of Tits and its translation into permutation combinatorics, we will give a short direct proof of Proposition 6.2.
Proof. For a, z E z,, let d(a, rc) = ) Z(a) n Z(rc)l . This defines a metric on Yn which coincides with the graph-theoretic metric of the permutohedron, i.e., d(a, rr) equals the length of the shortest path connecting a and z. This is clearly true if a = e. The general case then follows from the observation that multiplication on the left by a-l is a graph-automorphism of the permutohedron, and ) Z(a) D Z(z)1 = 1 Z(a-%)I .
The fact that d(a, 7r) equals graph distance implies that for all z on a minimal length path connecting a to rr,
It is easy to check that this is equivalent to
It follows immediately that every set of the form Y$" is convex.
Conversely, suppose U is a nonempty convex subset of Yn. For each (b, a) E K,, define the two hemispheres H,$,, Oj = (a E $?, I (b, a) E Z(a)} and ZZ&,= (a~EHl(b,a)#Z(a)}.
Let =Y'","," be the intersection of all hemispheres that contain U. (Should no hemisphere contain U, then of course A = a, B= K,.) Assume, to reach a contradiction, that Y","," -U # 0. Then we can find a pair of permutations a, rc which are adjacent in the permutohedron and such that a E YtsB-U, rr E U (this follows from the convexity of 9',:',B). Let Z(a) AZ(n) = ((b, a)}, and suppose that aEZZ&), TCEH,&). If ZE U for some TEH&), then which means that d(z, rr) = d(r, CJ) + d(a, rc). This and the convexity of U would imply that cr E U, a contradiction. Therefore, U c H;'b, a)> and hence 9$' c H&,. This, in turn, contradicts the fact that o E JJ"$~ -H&+). It follows that U = Y$", which completes the proof. 1
A different way of stating this result is that the convex hull of a set of permutations equals the intersection of all hemispheres that contain it. In other words: (ii) n LZ(P, W) = (P, w), for every Zabeled poset (P, w).
One sees from these relations that U + .Z?(n U) is a closure operator on the subsets of Yn. In fact, this is the same as convex hull closure. Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 directly imply the following. (ii) Conv(u)=9(n U),for aZZ UCyZ.
Hence, the classes of permutations that are a central object of study in this paper, namely classes of the form Z(P, w), are characterized by convexity.
The dimension of a labeled poset (P, w) is defined as the least integer k such that some subset U c Y(P, w) of cardinality k satisfies n U= (P, w)+ This number depends only on the unlabeled poset P, so we may define its dimension dim P. The dimension of P is clearly the least k such that P can be embedded as a subset of Nk with the product ordering.
Since J?(P, w) = 9(P', w') if and only if (P, w) and (P', w') are identical as posets on the integers, the following is a consequence of Theorem 6.6 (ii).
COROLLARY 6.7. For every labeled poset (P, w) and U c 9(P, w), Conv( U) = 9(P, w) if and only if fi U = (P, w). Consequently, the convex rank of di"(P, w) equals dim P.
Corollaries 6.4 and 6.7 show that a poset P is two-dimensional if and only if it has a labeling w such that the set of linear extensions 5? (P, w) forms an interval [a, n] in the weak ordering of z. We shall soon say more about such labelings w. Choosing w natural so that o = e, this leads to a reasonable algorithm for generating all linear extensions of a twodimensional poset, cf. [BWl, Remark 7.41 .
We will call a labeling w of a poset P regular if the following holds: for all x <,z and YE P, if w(x) < w(y)< w(z) or w(z)< w(y)< w(x) then y cP z or x < Py. Clearly all recursive labelings are regular. In fact, by omitting the phrase "or x cP y" from the definition of regular labeling we have an alternative formulation of recursive labeling. Note that, r v 2 is regular but not recursive. (1) U is an interval in weak order.
(2) U = 9(P, w) for some poset P and regular labeling w.
(3) U= Y(P, w) for some two-dimensional poset P and regular labeling P.
ProoJ: (2) = (1 ), (3) . Suppose w is a regular labeling of P. Let CI be the linear extension of (P, w) that at each stage picks the numerically least available element. Similarly, let p be the linear extension that always picks the largest available element. It follows from these claims that dim P = 2, and via Corollaries 6.4 and 6.7 that Z(P, w) = Conv(a, j3) = [a, p] .
To prove Claim 1, we must show that if X, y E P are incomparable, then w(x) and w(y) cannot appear in the same order in both c1 and 8. Suppose w(x) < w(y). We will prove that w(x) comes before w(y) in a and in the opposite order in j% Assume, to reach a contradiction, that w(y) comes before w(x) in CI.
Because of the way CI was constructed, this means that at the stage when w(y) was picked, w(x) was not yet available. At that stage, y was minimal (in the ordering of P) among the remaining elements but x was not. So, some z < P x was minimal at that stage, and since c1 picked w(y) and not w(z), we conclude that w(y) < w(z). Since w is regular and y % P z, this implies that y cP x, contradicting that x and y are incomparable. Hence, w(x) precedes w(y) in a. The argument for p is dual. For Claim 2 we will prove that Z(a) c I(/?). Suppose w(y) comes before w(x) in CI, and w(x) < w(y). The proof of Claim 1 showed that x and y cannot be incomparable. Hence, y < P x, and therefore w(y) comes before w(x) also in /I. Assume U= [a, p] . Let (P, w)=an/?. Then Y(P, w)= Conv(cr, p) = [a, /?I, so it remains to be shown only that w is regular. Let 1 < i <j < k < y1 and suppose that i appears before k in both CI and 8. Since Z(N) c Z(p), if j appears before i or after k in a then the same is true in ,4. Therefore, either i comes before j in both CI and p or j comes before k in both CI and 8. The it > i > j > k 3 1 case is handled dually. This proves that w is regular. 1
We have seen that every poset admitting a regular labeling is at most two-dimensional. The converse is also true. ProoJ: (1) 3 (2) . By Theorem 6.9, dim P < 2. It is easy to verify that the existence of a subposet of the given type would make a recursive labeling impossible.
(2) o (3). The class of two-dimensional posets has been characterized by a list of forbidden subposets by Kelly [Ke] and Trotter and Moore [TM] . This list includes all of the posets in Fig. 6 .1 except for A and E,, n 3 2. Moreover, each of the posets in the Kelly, Trotter-Moore list is either in Fig. 6 .1 or contains A or some E,. Hence, the condition that dim P < 2 can be replaced by the list of forbidden subposets in Fig. 6.1 . (2) o (1). We omit the details of the proof, which are quite tedious. Very briefly, the idea is to construct a recursive labeling by removing the maximal elements of P and recursively labeling the each of the disjoint components of the remaining poset in a way determined by the maximal elements. The fact that P is two-dimensional allows us to draw P in the plane, and thereby totally order the maximal elements as well as the components below them. The forbidden subposets insure that each component is connected to at most two maximal elements, This fact is needed in totally ordering the components. The total ordering of the maximal elements and the components is then used to piece together the recursive labelings of the components to get a recursive labeling of all of P. 1
